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PcQ: Using a single (possibly locked) post as a discussion for lots of questions A major theme in the
past 2 years here has been one question asking lots of separate questions, each of which has it's own
discussion. That is, instead of the OP just asking a question that has a discussion, he/she opens a
discussion for each of these questions. It's pretty common here for a question to have multiple
answers, such as a single problem which may be computer-related, design-related, opinion-based,
and even language-related. As a result, an OP may post a question and have two, three, or more
different answers to it. No problem. The problem is when this happens over time, the OP starts
seeing answers only to his/her questions, since the answers are completely separate (and possibly
not really answers at all). As a result, I'm not really seeing the OP participate in the discussions that
surround his/her question, and I would argue that this is a very distressing thing. I'm starting to
think that (and this is strictly my own opinion) we should create a single post (either a featured one
or a single specific one), where an OP can ask one post and have an ongoing discussion for all of the
questions that are asked to that post. This way, if they eventually run out of questions for a single
answer (assuming that this is the case), then they can move that post to a separate question. Has
this ever been done? Has anyone else ever thought about it and found it possible? A: I think your
case for a single post with separate discussion is interesting. I've thought about this case and I
wouldn't rule it out. However, I think it's not really a good idea because it's causing some problems
here: Even though there is a single question/post, it might get the same tag several times. The OP
might change some details, the OP might get different tags at the same time. When the tag is
removed the accepted answer stays around while the others will be removed (if they do not have a
score of 3).
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